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B.Tech. Third Semester (Bio-Technology) (C.B.S.) - 
Bioprocess Calculations 

Paper – II 
 

P. Pages : 2 TKN/KS/16/7892 

Time : Three Hours Max. Marks : 80 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 Notes : 1. All questions carry equal marks. 

 2. Answer any five questions. 

 3. Assume suitable data wherever necessary. 
 

 

1. a) The diameter and height of a vertical cylindrical tank are 5ft and 6 ft 6 in respectively. It is 

full up to 75% height with carbon tetrachloride, the density of which is /kg6.1 . Find the 

mass in kilograms. 
 

8 

 b) Carburetted water gas has the following composition by volume : Hydrogen 35.2%, 

Methane 14.8%, Ethylene 12.8%, Carbon dioxide 1.5%, Carbon monoxide 33.9%, and 

Nitrogen 1.8%. 

The gas is available at 773K and 0.4 MPa. Find the molal volume of mixture using (a) ideal 

gas law and (b) the Van der Waals equation. 
 

8 

2. a) Make the following conversions : 

a) /g294  42SOH  to normality. b) 2CaClm/mg8.4   to normality 

c) 43POHN5  to /g . d) HCl/g75.54   to molarity. 
 

8 

 b) Spent acid from a fertilizer unit has the following composition by weight; 

%,45HSONH%;20SOH 4442   %30OH2   and organic compound = 5%, calculate 

the total acid content of the spent acid in terms of 42SOH  after adding the acid content, 

Chemically bound in ammonium hydrogen sulphate. 

 

8 

3.  In a batch process, the reaction take place in the presence of an acid medium. The process 

is illustrated in the following fig. The acid is drained from the reaction vessel at the rate of 

s/m15   as a result of density difference of the acid from the reacting component. To avoid 

wastage of acid, it is recycled to an acid tank which has 1000 lit capacity. The acid, drained 

from the reaction vessel, picks up /g50  of solids from the reactor. 
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Acid is fed once again to the process from the acid tank. When the batch is started, the acid 

is almost pure in the tank as a result of filtration. As the reaction proceeds, acid in the tank 

get more and more contaminated with solids. The concentration of solids should not exceed 

/g100  from the process point of view. The batch time is 16hr. Check whether the 

concentration of the solids will exceeds /g100  during the batch reaction. 
 

16 
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4 a) The gaseous reaction CB2A   take place isothermally in a pressure reactor. Starting 

with a mixture of 75%. A and 25% inerts (by volume) in a specified time the volume 

doubles. Calculate the conversion achieved. 
 

8 

 b) The shift reaction is a very important reaction in the gas processing industry. 
 

222 HCOOHCO   
 

If a & b are the per cent carbon monoxide in the dry and outlet gas mixture to and from the 

shift converter respectively, Prove that the moles of CO converted (x) per 100 moles of inlet 

gas mixture can be calculated by using the formula 
 

b100

)ba(100
x




  

 

8 

5. a) A sample of motor spirit (83 octane) has a API gravity of 64. The net heat of combustion 

of motor spirit (liquid) is determined to be 44050 KJ/kg. Calculate the heat of formation 

of motor spirit at K15.298 
. 

 

8 

 b) Calculate the energy required to dissociate a kilogram of sodium bicarbonate at k298  . 

 )g(2)g(2)s(32)s(3 OHCOCONaCONaH2   

 

8 

6.  In a commercial process, chlorine is manufactured by burning hydrogen chloride gas 

using air. The reaction taking place in burner is : 
 

 )g(2)g(2)g(2)g( Cl2OH2OHCl4   

 

For good conversion, air is used in 35% excess of that theoretically required. Assume that 

the oxidation is 80%. Complete and dry air and hydrogen chloride gas enters the burner at 

k298  Calculate (i) composition of dry gases leaving the burner (ii) the adiabatic reaction 

temperature of the product gas stream. 

 

16 

7. a) Write expression for overall material balance and energy balance for distillation column 

with reflux ratio R. 
 

8 

 b) Find the weight of LPG of composition 60%. Propane and 40% butane when confined to a 

3 m3 cylinder at 8 atm gauge pressure at room temp. Assume that the weight of the cylinder 

is 11.13kg. 
 

8 

8.  Sea water desalinated in reverse osmosis cell to produce potable water containing 500 ppm 

sodium chloride. The concentrated effluent from RO cell contain 6% sodium chloride. To 

conserve water, part of it is recycled. Fresh sea water containing 3% sodium chloride and 

the recycle stream are mixed and the mixed feed containing 4% sodium chloride is fed to 

the RO cell. The concentrated effluents not recycled is purged out. Based on 1000 kg per hr 

of sea water fed to the RO cell, 

Calculate : 

a) rate of waste brine purged out. 

b) rate of production of potable water. 

c) Fraction of waste brine recycled. 
 

******** 
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